TLC

Classic and Antique Vehicle Appraisal

Appraisal Report
Make
Model
Year
Body Style
VIN
Mileage

As of July 20, 2018

Chevy
Nova
1969
2 Door
113279XXXXXXXX
XX,XXX Miles

Exterior
Paint
Colour
Condition

White.
The paint is an older repaint having a strong colour
and good shine. The paint is in excellent condition
having only one very light scratch on the left front
fender.

Body
Appearance All panels are very straight and clean, with no waving
or signs of damage. There is a body style crease in
the center of the hood. There are two chrome grills
near the center of the hood located close to the
windshield. The front of the vehicle has a large
chrome bumper and grill. The tops of the front
fenders are higher than the hood and have a small
pointed fin. There are small body style flares around
the wheel arches. There is a body style crease
running the length of the vehicle approximately 6” up
from the bottom of the vehicle. The vehicle is
equipped with chrome front and rear bumpers and
rearview mirrors. There is chrome trim surrounding
the windows that has been painted black.
Alignment

Doors, hood and trunk lid close and latches smoothly
with an even spacing around.

Seals
All seals are original, soft to the touch and in excellent condition
with no cracks, rips, or signs of wear.
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Glass
The front windshield has been replaced. All other glass has
factory markings in excellent condition with no scratches or chips.
Mirrors
All mirror glass is in excellent condition, clear, with no scratches or
silvering.
Chrome
Grill

Body Trim
Bumpers

The chrome grill consists of a series of horizontal bars
located between the headlights. There is a wide
chrome trim surrounding the grill and headlights. The
chrome grill and trim is in excellent condition with no
chips, scratches, or dents.
The windshield trims are in excellent
condition, straight with no pitting, dents, scratches or
discolouration.
The chrome on the front and rear bumpers are in
excellent condition, straight, no pitting or scratches.

Lights and Lenses
All lights and lenses are excellent, sound condition,
with no cracks or discolouration.
Interior
Seats
Colour
Condition

Black vinyl.
The split bench seats are original, in excellent
condition and have been recovered. The seats have
three panels separated by black piping. The outer
panels are of a plain grained vinyl. The center panel
has a series of embossed vertical lines. The front
seats are fitted with adjustable headrests. The seat
vinyl is in excellent condition having a good colour
with no cuts, or scratches. The seat foam is soft and
easy to compress.
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Seat Belts
Colour
Style
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Dash Board
Condition

Gauges
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Black.
The wool carpeting has been replaced having a low
looped pile with a strong colour. The carpeting is in
very good condition with no soiling or stains, and no
signs of wear. The carpeting fits correctly under all
trim panels and there are floor mats in place.
Black.
The door panels are original sheet vinyl with a molded
and padded armrest. The door panels have a series
of embossed horizontal lines, with a vertical chrome
accent trim near the front of the panel. All
components of the door panels are in very good
condition with no scratches or rips. There is a
speaker in the lower front corner of the door panels.
Black.
Retractable with detachable shoulder harness.
The belts function correctly, in good condition with no
fading or signs of wear.
The top of the dashboard is molded black vinyl that
rolls over and becomes part of the front on the
passenger’s side. There is a raised portion over the
instrument cluster and a fresh air vent in the center of
the dashboard. Below the molded top there is a black
metal panel that houses the glove box. The
instrument cluster is black plastic. The dashboard top
has been replaced. The dashboard is original with all
its components in excellent condition.
There are the factory fuel and speedometer gauges
along with a series of warning lights. All gauges
appear to be in working order. There are aftermarket
oil pressure, ammeter and water temperature gauges
mounted under the dashboard. There is a tachometer
mounted in the dashboard replacing the clock.

Radio
The radio is a Kenwood AM/FM, CD, USB, Bluetooth
with dash mounted speakers.
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Engine Compartment
Appearance

The under hood area has a light layer of road dust.
Firewall, inner fender wells, and radiator support are
painted black with no signs of surface rust. The under
side of the hood is painted black. All cooling hoses
have been replaced. The windshield washer bottle is
a factory original style. The factory wiring harness is
in place and is in good condition.

Engine

The engine is a V8 cylinder 327 CID with four barrel
carburetor; high rise aluminum intake manifold and
electronic ignition. The engine has a cast iron engine
block and cylinder heads that are painted orange.
The rocker covers are chromed stamped steel with a
Chevy logo and “Chevrolet” embossed on the top.
The air filtering is chrome with a “K&N” air filter. The
distributor cap, spark plug wires and spark plugs have
been recently replaced. There are tubular exhaust
headers that have a layer of surface rust.

Under Carriage
The under side of the vehicle has been undercoated,
and has no signs of surface rust of damage.
Suspension
Ride height is good is even on all four corners. This
vehicle is equipped with power steering and front
power disc brakes. The vehicle is fitted with rear slide
bars.
Tires & Wheels
Tires
Wheels

The tires are “BF Goodrich Radial T/A” radial tires
front P215/70R15 and rears are P255/60R15 with
black sidewalls. The tires are in very good condition.
The rims are aluminum having five wide spokes in
light gray with a polished bare aluminum outer rim.
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Special Features
This vehicle was a southern U.S. vehicle with no body rust. The
vehicle was mechanically rebuilt about 12 years ago. The
transmission was built by Kiesler specifically for this vehicle.
Comments
This vehicle appears to be well maintained in very good condition.
This is an excellent weekend cruiser. I feel the fair market value of
this vehicle is $XX,XXX.00 CDN including applicable taxes.
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